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a b s t r a c t
For a finite set D ⊆ N with gcd(D) = 1, we prove the existence of some n ∈ N such that
the distance graph PDn with vertex set {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} in which two vertices u and v are
adjacent exactly if |u− v| ∈ D, has a Hamiltonian path with endvertices 0 and n− 1. This
settles a conjecture posed by Penso et al. [L.D. Penso, D. Rautenbach, J.L. Szwarcfiter, Long
cycles and paths in distance graphs, Discrete Math. 310 (2010) 3417–3420].
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
For a positive integer n ∈ N and a finite set of positive integers D ⊆ N, the finite, undirected, and simple distance graph
PDn has vertex set V (P
D
n ) = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, and two vertices u and v of PDn are adjacent exactly if |u − v| ∈ D. Infinite
distance graphs and especially their colourings were first studied by Eggleton et al. [1,2] and most research on distance
graphs focussed on their colourings. See [3–9] for results on distance graphs.
Distance graphs generalize the very well-studied class of circulant graphs [10–13]. In fact, circulant graphs coincide
exactly with the regular distance graphs [14]. Circulant graphs have been proposed for numerous network applications and
many of their properties such as connectivity and diameter [15,10–12], cycle and path structure [16–18], and isomorphism
testing and recognition [19,20], have been studied in great detail.
In [21,14,22,23], some fundamental results concerning circulant graphs are extended to themore general class of distance
graphs. One such result, which is obtained by combining the work of Boesch and Tindell [15], Burkard and Sandholzer [24],
and Garfinkel [25], states that a circulant graph – that is, a regular distance graph PDn – has a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if
it is connected if and only if the greatest common divisor of the integers in {n} ∪ D is 1. The main result of [23] extends this
to distance graphs: a distance graph PDn with |D| ≥ 2 has a cycle containing all but a bounded number of vertices if and only
if it has a component containing all but a bounded number of vertices if and only if the greatest common divisor gcd(D) of
the integers in D is 1. Next to such almost-Hamiltonian cycles, the authors of [23] study almost-Hamiltonian paths and pose
the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 (Cf. Conjecture 6 From [23]). For a finite set D ⊆ N with |D| ≥ 2 and gcd(D) = 1, there is some n ∈ N such that
n ≥ 2 and PDn has a Hamiltonian path with endvertices 0 and n− 1.
Our goal in the present paper is to prove this conjecture.
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Fig. 1. A respected cell C(x, y).
2. Results
We prepare the proof of our main result with a series of lemmas. The first lemma describes local building blocks, which
will later be combined to form long cycles and paths. Note that the second half of the following lemma corresponds to the
case |D| = 2 of Conjecture 1.
Lemma 2. Let D = {d1, d2} for two integers d1, d2 ∈ N with gcd(D) = 1.
(i) PDd1+d2 is a cycle.
(ii) PDd1+d2+1 has two Hamiltonian paths Pd1 and Pd2 with endvertices 0 and d1 + d2 such that E(PDd1+d2+1) = E(Pd1) ∪ E(Pd2).
Proof. (i) Since PDd1+d2 is 2-regular, it is a circulant graph [14]. Since gcd(D ∪ {d1 + d2}) = 1, PDd1+d2 has a Hamiltonian
cycle [24]. Altogether, PDd1+d2 is a cycle.
(ii) If Pd1 arises from the cycle P
D
d1+d2 by replacing the edge {0, d1}with the edge {d1, d1 + d2} and Pd2 arises from the cycle
PDd1+d2 by replacing the edge {0, d2}with the edge {d2, d1 + d2}, the desired statement follows. 
Amain ingredient of our proof of Conjecture 1 is a partition of the vertex set of the distance graph into so-called cells, which
will be defined below.Within each cell, we use the cycle from Lemma 2(i) and stitch these cycles together in order to obtain
a long cycle.
Let n ∈ N and D ⊆ N. If d1, d2 ∈ Dwith d1 < d2 and n = (d1 + d2)l for some l ∈ N, then the vertex set {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} of
the distance graph PDn is the disjoint union of (x, y)-cells C(x, y)with
C(x, y) = (d1 + d2)x+ y+ gcd(d1, d2) ·






for x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l− 1} and y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , gcd(d1, d2)− 1}where g · A = {ga | a ∈ A}. In each cell, we designate a special
vertex s(x, y) ∈ C(x, y)with






= (d1 + d2)x+ y+ (d2 − gcd(d1, d2)).
Note that s(x, y) = min(C(x, y))+ d2− gcd(d1, d2) = max(C(x, y))− d1. Furthermore, note that, by Lemma 2(i), the edges
uv of PDn with |u− v| ∈ {d1, d2} and u, v ∈ C(x, y) define a cycle with vertex set C(x, y).
A subgraph H of PDn is said to respect a cell C(x, y) ⊆ V (PDn )with 1 ≤ x ≤ l− 2 if H contains
• all |C(x, y)| − 2 edges between vertices u and v in C(x, y) \ {s(x, y)}with |u− v| ∈ {d1, d2},• the edges {s(x, y), s(x, y)+ d2} and {s(x, y)+ d1, s(x, y)+ d1 + d2} between Cx,y and Cx+1,y, and• the edges {s(x, y)− d1 − d2, s(x, y)− d1} and {s(x, y)− d2, s(x, y)} between Cx−1,y and Cx,y.
Note that s(x, y)+ d1 = max(C(x, y)), s(x, y)+ d1 + d2 = s(x+ 1, y), and s(x, y)− d1 − d2 = s(x− 1, y). Fig. 1 illustrates
all |C(x, y)| + 2 edges specified above.
Note that whenever we speak of a cell C(x, y) or of a vertex s(x, y), the two distinct integers d1 and d2 are clear from the
context.
We will make frequent use of an observation due to Burkard and Sandholzer [24]: if e = {a, b} ∈ E(H1) and f = e+ d =
{a+ d, b+ d} ∈ E(H2) for two vertex-disjoint graphs H1 and H2 with V (H1), V (H2) ⊆ N0, then
((E(H1) ∪ E(H2)) \ {{a, b}, {a+ d, b+ d}}) ∪ {{a, a+ d}, {b, b+ d}}
is the edge set of a graph H with vertex set V (H1) ∪ V (H2) such that every vertex has the same degree in H as in H1 ∪ H2. If
H1 and H2 are cycles, then H is also a cycle. We say that H arises by gluing H1 and H2 at (e, f ).
If G is a graph with V (G) ⊆ Z, c ∈ N, and d ∈ Z, then c · G + d denotes the graph such that u → c · u + d defines an
isomorphism between G and c · G+ d.
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Fig. 2. An almost entirely respectful Hamiltonian cycle.
Lemma 3. If D = {d1, d2} for two positive integers d1 < d2 with gcd(D) = 1 and l ∈ N, then PD(d1+d2)l has a Hamiltonian cycle
that respects all cells except for C(0, 0) and C(l− 1, 0).
Proof. Let H be the disjoint union of the cycles PDd1+d2 + (d1 + d2)i for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l− 1}. By Lemma 2(i), H is a spanning
2-regular subgraph of PD(d1+d2)l and each cell induces a cycle in H . For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l− 2}, let
ei = {s(i, 0), s(i, 0)+ d1}
= {(d1 + d2)i+ d2 − 1, (d1 + d2)i+ d1 + d2 − 1} and
fi = ei + d2
= {s(i+ 1, 0)− d1, s(i+ 1, 0)}
= {(d1 + d2)(i+ 1)+ d2 − d1 − 1, (d1 + d2)(i+ 1)+ d2 − 1}.
The graph that arises from H by gluing the corresponding components of H at (ei, fi) for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l− 2} has the desired
properties. See Fig. 2 for an illustration. 
Lemma 4. Let n ∈ N and let d1, d2, d ∈ N be such that d2 > d1 ≥ 3g where g = gcd(d1, d2). Let H1 and H2 be two vertex-
disjoint subgraphs of P {d1,d2}n . Let y2 = y1 + d mod g where y1 = u mod g for u ∈ V (H1) and y2 = v mod g for v ∈ V (H2).
If x1 and x2 are such that
• C(x1, y1)+ d ⊆ C(x2, y2) ∪ C(x2 + 1, y2),• H1 respects the cell C(x, y1), and• H2 respects the cells C(x2, y2) and C(x2 + 1, y2),
then there is an edge e ∈ E(H1) with e ⊆ C(x1, y1) such that f = e+ d ∈ E(H2). If H1 and H2 are cycles, then gluing H1 and H2
at (e, f ) yields a cycle H in P {d1,d2,d}n .
Proof. Let C1 = C(x1, y1), C2 = C(x2, y2), and C ′2 = C(x2 + 1, y2). Let a = min(C1). Since d1 ≠ g , we obtain that d2 ≠ 2d1.
Accordingly, we consider two cases.
Case 1. d2 > 2d1.
Since d2 ≥ 2d1 + g and d1 ≥ 3g , we have d2 − 3g ≥ 2d1 − 2g ≥ d1 + g . Since a+ d1 + g, a+ d2 − 3g ∈ C1, this implies
that a+ d1 + g + d ∈ C2 or a+ d2 − 3g + d ∈ C ′2.
If a + d1 + g + d ∈ C2, then there is an edge e ∈ {{a, a + d1}, {a + g, a + d1 + g}} with e + d ∈ E(H2), since both
options for e+ d are contained in C2 and not both of them can be incident with s(x2, y2) because the translation distance g
is different from the distance d1 between the endvertices. For both options, we have e ∈ E(H1), because e ⊆ C1 and e is not
incident with s(x1, y1) = a+ d2 − g .
If a + d2 − 3g + d ∈ C ′2, then arguing in an analogous way as above, we obtain the existence of an edge e ∈{{a+ d2 − 3g, a+ d1 + d2 − 3g}, {a+ d2 − 2g, a+ d1 + d2 − 2g}}with e+ d ∈ E(H2) and e ∈ E(H1).
Case 2. d2 < 2d1.
We will choose an edge e of the form e = {x, x+ d2}, where the choice of xwill depend upon the location of C1 + d relative
to C2 and C ′2. Accordingly, we consider three subcases.
Case 2.1. a+ d2 + d ∈ C2.
Let x = a. Clearly, e = {a, a+ d2} ⊆ C1 and e+ d = {a+ d, a+ d2 + d} ⊆ C2. Since a graph that respects a cell C contains
edges between any two vertices u and v in C with |u− v| = d2, this implies e ∈ E(H1) and e+ d ∈ E(H2).
Case 2.2. a+ d1 + d ∈ C ′2.
Let x = a + d1 − g . As above e = {a + d1 − g, a + d1 + d2 − g} ⊆ C1 and hence e ∈ E(H1). If a + d1 + d − g ∈ C ′2, then
e+ d ⊆ C ′2 and hence e+ d ∈ E(H2). Conversely, if a+ d1 + d− g ∉ C ′2, then a+ d1 + d− g ∈ C2. Since a+ d1 + d ∈ C ′2,
we obtain x+ d = a+ d1 + d− g = max(C2) and the edge e+ d is one of the two edges in H2 that connect C2 and C ′2.
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Case 2.3. a+ d2 + d ∈ C ′2 and a+ d1 + d ∈ C2.
Let x = max(C2)− d1 − d. We have e ∈ E(H1) because
a+ d1 + d ∈ C2 ⇒ a+ d1 + d ≤ max(C2)⇔ x ≥ a, and
a+ d2 + d ∈ C ′2 ⇒ a+ d2 + d− g ≥ max(C2)⇔ x ≤ a+ d2 − d1 − g,
which implies
a ≤ x ≤ a+ d2 − d1 − g < s(x0, y0) < x+ d2 ≤ a+ 2d2 − d1 − g < a+ d2 + d1 − g = max(C1).
The definition of x immediately implies that e+ d is one of the two edges in H2 that connect C2 and C ′2. 
Lemma 5. Let D ⊆ N with |D| ≥ 3 be such that gcd(D) = 1 and gcd(D′) > 1 for every proper subset D′ ⊂ D.
(i) D = {d1, d2, . . . , dk} for distinct positive integers d1, d2, . . . , dk ∈ N such that d2 > d1 ≥ 3 gcd(d1, d2).
(ii) If g = gcd(d1, d2), then the graph R with vertex set V (R) = {0, 1, . . . , g − 1} where rs ∈ E(R) if and only if
|r − s| mod g ∈ D \ {d1, d2} is vertex-transitive and connected.
Proof. (i) The assumption thatD is minimal with respect to inclusion having the property gcd(D) = 1 immediately implies
that D is finite. Let a, b, d1 be the three smallest elements of D and let a, b > d1. Since gcd(d1, a) ≠ gcd(d1, b), we may
assume that d1gcd(d1,a) ≥ 3, which implies (i) for d2 = a.
(ii) The definition of R immediately implies that R is vertex-transitive: for r1, r2 ∈ V (R), the function x → x+ r2− r1 mod g
defines an automorphism of R that maps r1 to r2. Since gcd(D) = 1, the Euclidean algorithm implies the existence of
integers a1, . . . , al ∈ D \ {d1, d2}with 1 = a1 + a2 + · · · + al mod g . This clearly implies the connectivity of R. 
Theorem 6. Let D = {d1, d2, . . . , dk} for k ≥ 3 distinct positive integers d1, d2, . . . , dk ∈ N be such that gcd(D) = 1 and
gcd(D′) > 1 for every proper subset D′ ⊂ D. Let d2 > d1 ≥ 3g where g = gcd(d1, d2).
If l ∈ N is such that n = (d1 + d2)l satisfies
n ≥ (d1 + d2 + g − 1)+ (max(D)+ d1 + d2 + g − 1)(g − 1)+ (d1 + d2 + g − 1), (1)
then
(i) PDn has a Hamiltonian cycle and
(ii) PDn+1 has a Hamiltonian path with endvertices 0 and n.





for the first and the last cell of P {d1/g,d2/g}n/g . Let H be the disjoint union of the cycles g ·H0+ i for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , g− 1}. Clearly,
H is a 2-regular spanning subgraph of P {d1,d2}n , which respects all cells C(x, y) of PDn – defined with respect to d1 and d2 –with
x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l− 2} and y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , g − 1}.
Let T be a spanning tree of the graph R defined in Lemma 5(ii) such that 0 is an endvertex of T . Note that Lemma 5(ii)
implies the existence of such a tree. By (1),wemay choose for every edge rsof T with s = r+d mod g for some d ∈ D\{d1, d2},
two integers xrs1 , x
rs
2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l− 2}with
• C(xrs1 , r)+ d ⊆ C(xrs2 , s) ∪ C(xrs2 + 1, s) and• H respects the three cells C(xrs1 , r), C(xrs2 , s), and C(xrs2 + 1, s)
such that for distinct edges rs and r ′s′ of T ,





2 + 1, s′))] = ∅.
By Lemma 4, for every edge rs of T with s = r + d mod g for some d ∈ D \ {d1, d2}, there is a pair of edges (ers, f rs) with
f rs = ers + d such that ers, f rs ∈ E(H) and ers ⊆ C(xrs1 , r). Now gluing the g components of H at (ers, f rs) for the g − 1 edges
rs of T yields a Hamiltonian cycle of PDn , which completes the proof of (i).
We proceed to the proof of (ii), which is obtained by small suitable modifications. Let rs be the unique edge of the tree T
incident with the vertex 0 of T . Let e denote the unique edge among ers and f rs with {0} = e mod g . If Q is one of the two
Hamiltonian paths Pd1/g and Pd2/g of P
{d1/g,d2/g}
d1/g+d2/g+1 fromLemma2(ii), then the union of g ·Q+(d1+d2)i for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l−1} is
a path P in PDn with endvertices 0 and n, which contains all vertices u of P
D
n with 0 = u mod g . By Lemma 2(ii), wemay choose
Q among Pd1/g and Pd2/g such that e ∈ E(P). LetH ′ be the disjoint union of P and the cycles g ·H0+ i for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , g−1},
i.e. H ′ arises from H by replacing g · H0 + 0 with P . Now gluing the g components of H ′ at (ers, f rs) for the g − 1 edges rs of
T yields a Hamiltonian path of PDn+1 with endvertices 0 and n. This completes the proof of (ii). 
Lemma 2(ii), Theorem 6(ii), and Lemma 5(i) immediately imply Conjecture 1.
We close with a possible strengthening proposed and conjectured by Roman Soták [26].
Conjecture 7. For a finite set D ⊆ N with |D| ≥ 3, gcd(D) = 1, and gcd(D′) > 1 for every proper subset D′ ⊂ D, there is some
nD ∈ N such that PDn has a Hamiltonian path with endvertices 0 and n− 1 for every n ∈ N with n ≥ nD.
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